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Editorial
The temperatures are dropping and the leaves are turning,
presenting new challenges for all riders. It’s time to start thinking
about ensuring that our riding skills are up to the task.
Sometimes we can ‘forget’ that our skills are a little rusty. In the
melee of life, with so many other worries in these difficult times,
we need reminding to think about how well we are riding. A great
way to do this is on SAM members’ self-organised group rides. Is
everybody riding to an advanced standard? We can all benefit
from talking about the hazards to come and remind ourselves
how we cope when riding conditions change. On your next ride
this week, talk about times you got it right and ways in which you
could have made better riding decisions. We all like sharing riding
war stories!

Lessons from a difficult ride. The ride from Elbeuf to Boulogne
started with a cool, but bright, pleasant autumn morning. Then
the heavens opened. Four hours of rain bouncing off the tarmac.
Even with three wheels the Piaggio the back wheel would slide
and give butt-clenching moments. Stopping after 90 minutes for
coffee we sat in a pool of water watching the endless deluge
bounce off the road. We must apologise to the staff at
Macdonalds for leaving them with two pools of water to clear up.
Not much refreshed, we set off again. Hands got colder from
sodden gloves and corners needed even more caution to prevent
the rear sliding out of control. Aquaplaning wasn’t much of a
problem, but the wind made sure that our rainwear was
thoroughly tested. What were the lessons? Switch on the ASR
(Anti-Slip Regulation) system when it starts to rain! This
electrohydraulic system is designed to prevent wheel slippage in
low-grip conditions. Also, lobster-claw over-gloves prevent gloves
getting wet. So, there you have it, each ride is a lesson in how to
do it better. Let’s share the wisdom.
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In your newsletter this week, a reminder of the commonest biking
accidents and how to avoid them. A new study confirms the value
of a graduated licensing system. FEMA produces a position paper
on the use of electronics to help riders. ASR systems included.
With present technology, Advanced Rider Assistance Systems
(ARAS) should not take over the throttle and steering. We’ll
support the view that no system should take over the handlebars,
or the throttle. Having one nut connecting the bars and footpegs
is more than enough for any bike. No matter how many riding
aids you have on a bike, it won’t help safer riding if the systems
in other vehicles don’t know that you are on the road too. Despite
the lack of motorcycle detection, the UK Government has just
given the green light to the introduction of self-driving vehicles.
Haven’t we just proved that ‘Smart’ motorways aren’t that smart?
Still there is a very interesting article about the bikes to ride in a
post apocalyptic world. Some motorcycle writers have really vivid
imaginations! On a more down to earth note, you can read about
camping over a long trip, i.e. around the world. Also, how to take
a BIG dog on your bike.

Finally, as if you have had enough wild ideas, every bike trip tells
a story and it may include sheepskin and Tibetan prayer flags.
Happy reading.
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Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website. Paul Conway
Editor & Webmaster, Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists.
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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Biking News Online

COOL RUNNINGS | HOW TO
WINTERISE YOUR MOTORCYCLE: A
COMPLETE GUIDE. It pains me to admit
it, but in the wise words of Jon Snow
“winter is coming”. So, as motorcyclists,
it's time to get prepped for the cold

spell which will undoubtedly hit the UK during the long, dark, wet
and frankly sh*t season of winter (for bikers at least). Read more…

MAG UK: Can Self-Driving Vehicles
Safely Interact With Motorcyclists? The
British Motorcycle Action Group (MAG)
is concerned about the ability of
self-driving vehicles to safely interact
with motorcyclists. The British
government announced plans to roll out self-driving vehicles on UK
roads by 2025, with trials on motorways starting in 2023.
Motorcyclists’ organisation MAG – a member of FEMA – responded to
a consultation asking for views on a proposed safety standard for
self-driving vehicles. Recognising that self-driving technology cannot
be 100% safe, the bar suggested that self-driving vehicles should be
as safe as a ‘competent and careful’ human driver. Read more…

WHAT ARE THE MOST COMMON
MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTS... AND HOW CAN
YOU AVOID THEM? Few motorcycle crashes
will be entirely identical but most follow a
theme... we'll help you be prepared for the

worst rather than simply hoping for the best. It doesn't take a
genius to understand motorcyclists are - together with cyclists - the
road user most likely to get hurt in a sizeable shunt. The exposed
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nature of the transport, the weight disadvantage when it is struck by
something heavier and the higher speeds they can attain mean that
while many of us are fortunate to have low speed folds to our
embarrassment, when it goes wrong on a bike, it can REALLY go
wrong in a big way. Read more…

Study confirms benefits of
graduated driver licensing.
Graduated driver licensing (GDL)
can improve road safety whilst
having minimal impact on new
drivers’ access to education,
employment and social activities.
GDL imposes some limited
restrictions on new drivers, most of whom are young, to allow them
to safely gain experience in the critical few months after they pass
their test. Most commonly the limitations target known risk
situations such as driving in the dark and carrying peer-age
passengers. Currently, young drivers are disproportionately likely to
be involved in a crash, with pre-Covid data showing that almost a
quarter (24%) of those killed or seriously injured on Britain’s roads
were in a collision involving a young driver (aged 17-24 years old)
even though this age group makes up only about 7% of the total
driving population. Read more…

Advanced rider assistance systems.
FIM Europe and FEMA position papers,
page 13: Advanced rider assistance
systems for motorcycles must not take
over the control of throttle and
steering from the rider. Since 2015 FIM
Europe and FEMA have worked
together more closely and we have

written several joint position papers. After all, our common goal is to
stand for the interests of the riders of powered two-wheelers in
Europe and to promote safe and affordable motorcycling. The aim of
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these papers is to help in lobbying the riders’ interests in Brussels
and Geneva, with all relevant information on a subject on a single
A4 sheet. Read more…

SELF-DRIVING CARS GET FILM
GREEN LIGHT FROM UK
GOVERNMENT, BMW PLAN IN-CAR
GAMES. After a consultation on
the matter, the government is set
to allow those in control of
self-driving cars to watch videos
while driving on the road. AS the
UK government moves towards a full roll-out of self-driving cars on
the roads, one rule is being introduced to allow ‘drivers’ to watch
videos while the vehicle is in motion! The changes came when the
government updated the highway code earlier this year. At the time
it was done to consider the new autonomous technology and
incorporate it into the rules of the road. Read more…

The Motorcycle Action Group has
stated its desire for the UK government
to give more importance to the
opinions of motorcyclists regarding
self-driving cars. The UK government
announced a few weeks ago that it
would begin phasing in autonomous -
or self-driving - vehicles in the next

few years. The technology has been controversial in the
motorcycling community because of road accidents - some of which
have been fatal - involving motorcycles and autonomous cars. Read
more…
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Moto Camping: The
Lessons Carry On.
When we started
packing for our RTW
(Round the world)
ride, one of the first
things we put on the floor next to our clothes, motorcycle gear and
cameras, was the camping equipment. Making the decision on what
tent to buy, what sleeping bags and mats or what gadgets we should
carry wasn’t an easy task. There’s too much information out there
and sometimes its abundance can be as confusing as it is helpful.
Since that day back in 2013 we have come a long way, learned a
few things and have made adjustments, not only regarding our
equipment but mainly regarding the expectations and realities about
camping on a long-term bike trip. The source of knowledge is
experience, and this was the case for us. From the absolutely
amazing, yet terrifying, first night of wild camping in the Western
Sahara, to the sleepless night at an organized campsite somewhere
in Brazil thanks to partiers, almost every camping experience can be
described by one word: unpredictable! Although unpredictability is
the heart of adventure, being as well-prepared as possible is key to
enjoying the ride and avoiding nasty surprises. Read more…

Everything to Know About
Riding with Your (Big)
Dog. If you love traveling
by motorcycle, it may be
difficult to imagine making
it better. Sure, you might

hope for gear that weighs less or gloves with better touchscreen
material. But, when it comes to the actual experience of adventure
motorcycle travel—exploring new roads, discovering different places,
and pitching a tent beside an idyllic stream—I also couldn’t imagine
how the experience could be improved… that is, until I started riding
with my German Shepherd. I ride a BMW G650GS and my 75-pound
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German Shepherd, Moxie, rides pillion in her RUFFLY K9 Moto
Cockpit, a motorcycle dog carrier we designed. Over the last several
years we’ve traversed thousands of miles through Mexico and
Central America together. And now, as I’m set to embark on a RTW
journey, with Moxie on the back, and my partner Greg at my side,
I’d like to share a little about what makes traveling with our dog so
amazing and how we get the most out of it. Read more…

Best motorcycles to ride in a
post-apocalyptic world. We love a good
story about the end of human civilisation.
Whether it’s the aftermath of nuclear war,
an environmental catastrophe or the ever
popular zombie infestation, we’ve all

wondered about how we’d survive in a post-apocalyptic world. Many
people would make motorcycles a key part of their survival strategy,
which is why we’ve put together this guide to the best motorcycles
you can ride in an apocalyptic world. Read more…

Motorcycles tell stories. We
absorb an abundance of
information with just a glance.
The details of its shape, function,
and personality reflect light into
our photoreceptors, as our own
perceptive filters—made up with
all we’ve learned and
experienced—spin a tale in our mind. Whether it’s a
sheepskin-covered seat, with a tattered Tibetan prayer flag strung
between the handlebars, covered in earth (and stickers), with a
spare tire cinched down over the belongings of what appears to be a
well-trodden steed, or a beast of a different kind altogether. Perhaps
a sleek, shiny, two-wheeled rocket, nothing aboard to hamper
aerodynamics, simply a vision of what an old friend of mine deems
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“stupid fast.” These are two conceptions of motorcycles with very
different stories. Read more…
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SAM Meetings

Plenty of Club members out last Saturday

SAM Club Saturday Meetings 9am every Saturday

Next SAM Club night: 7th November
2022 meet at 7.30pm for an 8pm
start at Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60
5PW, UK

SAM Members FREE Autumn Breakfast
22nd October 2021 → 9.30am – 11am

The Moorlands Baslow Road, Owler bar Sheffield S17 3BQ
ALL SAM members, family and friends are welcome to join us.

To reserve your place fill in the form here
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Always carry your FREE Biker I.C.E.
Card. It gives emergency services staff
vital information about the right
treatment for you, should you be
involved in an accident. Don’t forget to

update it if your health and/or social circumstances change. SAM
Club - dedicated to helping YOU to be a safer rider.

October's SAM club night saw more green badge passes.
Congratulations to Aidan Latham & Lee Cheshire

Let’s give a big hand to our
latest advanced rider test passes!!
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Whiteknights Blood Bikers
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood Bikes would like to hear from

people who are able to become volunteer
fundraisers for this vital charity that
benefits patients in Yorkshire.

Please get In touch. Even if you can only
spare an hour to volunteer for us - we
really need people to help us. Hope to
hear from you soon.

Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk

Massive thanks and absolute top
respect to Druids MC North. This
photo was taken at the clubhouse
last night when Druids MC
president Bruce presented
Whiteknights Yorkshire
Bloodbikes South Yorkshire
manager Roy Clark with a  £600
donation to the charity.The money was raised at the Druids
recent Northern Lights annual bike show On a
personal note I would add that as one of the three original
members of the Whiteknights South Yorkshire Development Team
(alongwith Wayne Morris and Kev Morley ), and a long term
Druids Supporter, I am proud to say that Whiteknights Yorkshire
Bloodbikes have been friends with Druids MC North and have
attended the Northern Lighs shows at various venues ever since
the Whiteknights development was extended into South
Yorkshire, so I am especially grateful to them for their
(mutual)friendship and respect, and generosity for our charity
4664.
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South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

Click picture to watch YouTube video
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Speeding traffic makes our
communities less safe, noisier
and more polluted which can put
people off active travel choices
like walking or cycling. Everyone
deserves to feel safe.

Thank you for sticking to the
speed limit. #barnsley
#doncaster #sheffield
#rotherham #Saturday

Gear Up 4 Charity – we told you last time
about a project we were developing as a
joint venture with a local charity, where
riders donate their old or unwanted riding
gear to the charity and items can then be
sold at a reduced cost to young riders via
the charity’s online site. It’s a win-win-win;
helping riders to offload their unwanted
gear, providing much needed funds for good
causes and enabling young riders to get gear at an affordable
price. Unfortunately as the project was nearing final completion,
the charity we had been working with - Bluebell Wood - took the
reluctant decision to close their retail outlets, which unfortunately
led to the project falling at the final hurdle. Other charities have
since been considered, but as yet none have the right fit. We’re
continuing to look for a suitable charity to work with on this
project.
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BetheBest – we have created a
generic logo to encourage all riders
to take additional training in one
format or another; such as IAM,
BikeSafe or ERS. The new logo and
#BetheBest tagline has been printed
on promotional snoods to promote
the campaign (available at SAM Club
Nights). The snoods have been
produced in a series of different
motorbike brand colours, (Red,
Orange, Green and Blue), to test if

this approach is more appealing to riders.
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Kevin Williams

For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
between a motorcycle and another
vehicle happens when the motorcyclist
has right-of-way and another driver
turns into the rider’s path. All the way
back in 1977, US researcher Harry

Hurt stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…  Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.

LAST WEEK’S ROUND-UP

*** TIPS ON TUESDAY *** Fear of being
tailgated Autumn's here so right now I'm looking
at some riding situations that can cause a
surprising amount of grief if we're unprepared.
I've covered hill starts - both the ideal method
and a front brake only work around for hills where
you can't put a lef… Read more

*** ELEVENSES *** Elevenses 278 Wed 12 October - motorcycle news, tips & views

in today's show... rider slapped with £800 fine and six points for trying to hide reg
plate... drug dealer attracted police attention by riding a bike on pavement with no
helmet and no plate... basic training school's ...Read more
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*** FOCUS ON FRIDAY ***
Reading between the lines

Ten years ago, I wrote an article
entitled: 'Statistics, damned lies
and regression to the mean', in
which I discussed the tendency to
cherry-pick casualty statistics
across a short time baseline. In
that article, I explained that accident statist… Read more

*** ELEVENSES *** Elevenses 279 Sun 16 October - motorcycle
news, tips & views

in today's show... bike seized after rider stunts in front of police
car with no licence... good Samaritan spends hours trying to
report stolen bike on 101... 1000 people rush to Phnom Penh
police warehouse to recover … Read more

*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY *** Control
what we can, mitigate what we can't

Riding inevitably comes with risk. There's
no such thing as total safety on a bike,
and if anyone tells you that "done rig…
Read more
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*** TIPS ON TUESDAY ***
Slipsliding away - ten tips for
slippery roads

I confess it. This is my least favourite
time to ride. Unless we're having a
warm and dry spell, I don't like the
transition months between the end of

summer - when the roads are usually dry - and the beginning of
winter when … Read more

IAM RoadSmart News

Now preparing for her advanced test Biker
Kaz put into practice what she’d been
learning over the last few weeks. Find out if
her observer thinks she’s ready for her test-

https://www.iamroadsmart.com/.../join-biker-kaz-on-her…

Reiterating the message of
Tyre Safety Month - Have you
checked your tyres yet? Do
you know what the essential
routine checks are? Can you
keep yourself, your
passengers, and all other road
users safe as we approach the
winter months? Find out more: https://bit.ly/3Mtivde
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New CEO set to drive the future of
the UK’s leading road safety
charity
Experienced senior business leader,
Antony Kildare, has been announced
as the new permanent CEO of the
UK’s leading independent road safety
charity, IAM RoadSmart.

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads
can be a dangerous place,
even for the most alert and
cautious riders. While you can
never be 100% safe,
becoming an advanced rider
will equip you with the skills to correctly anticipate, and plan for,
the hazards you encounter on your rides. Find out more

SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Stay healthy and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152
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Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
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safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.

Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 26th October 2022
● Next SAM Club Night: 7th November 2022 meet at

7.30pm for an 8pm start Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

● Autumn Breakfast Meet:
22nd October 2022. 9.30am - 11am
The Moorlands, Baslow Rd, Owler Bar, Sheffield S17
3BQ, UK
Book your place(s) here…

● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
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every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT
getting SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then
send a request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are

you making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested
in biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to
be an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
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and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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